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Chapter 1: Body 
 

Hello today 
you,ll be 
reading about 
a grey,wolves 
body. The 
grey,wolves 
body has 
thick 
fur.Another 
fact is that 
day are 100 
lbs and they 
are 
mammals. 
The body of a 

grey wolf  is a little hard. Another fact is grey wolves 
have fur that is white and black. Now you know about a 

grey wolves body.  
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
Chapter 2: Diet 
 

      It is so interesting to 
learn about a grey 
wolves Diet. A grey 
wolves diet is meat. 
Another fact is that the 
diet the meat is juicy. My 
3rd fact is they eat deer. 
Also they eat fish, 
turkey, and mouse. Now 
you know about grey 

wolves diet.  
 

 
Chapter 3: Habitat  

     Hello today 
you’ll be 
learning about a 

 



 
grey wolves habitat. One fact about a grey wolves 
habitat is that they live in groups called packs. My 
snoond  fact is the forests and mountains and they are 
found in North America. Now you know about a grey 
wolves habitat. 
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Do you  want to learn about Cesar? His full name is Cesar 
Jose Lopez Gonzalez. He was born in 2010, August 28 and he’s 
7 years old. He has 7 cousins, 1 sister, 1 brother,4 unts, 6 uncle ,1 
Mom,1 Dad,1 s and 5 grandmarupas. His Dad is from mexico 
and his Mom is from El Salvador. He  likes to play, run,eat,go 
swimming and go on vacation. His school is Joann Leleck his 
old school was rose park elementary school.His favorite subject 
is math. His favorite special is P.E. His hobby is playing video 
games. His favorite food is Tacos. His favorite snack is 
pizza,soda and candy. His favorite video game is smash 
zombie.some of his highlights are his family,videogames and 
the zoo. Some of his accomplishments are going to 
school,Soccer and Football, foot ball. Hope you enjoyed 
learning about  Cesar Jose lopez Gonzalez .   
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